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AC-Tester 
Monitoring device  

for assessment condition 

and remaining life of 

insulation 

 
The portable device «AC-Tester» (Absorption 

Current Tester) is used for assessment of high-voltage 
equipment insulation condition in the «off-line» mode. 
The «AC-Tester» can be used for cables parameter 
detection with paper-oil and PE/VPE insulation, for 
monitoring of electric motors and transformers 
insulation, etc. 

The «AC-Tester» device has 3 diagnostic methods for detection of insulation absorption parameters, it 
allows efficiently assessing insulation technical condition of different types. It is 3 mutually complementary 
methods:  

 
1. Method of absorption factor and polarization factor detection and analyze for different types insulation 

(charging parameter). There is made measuring of charging current magnitude in 15, 60 and 600 seconds. 
The magnitudes of these currents help to assess: 

 Absorption factor: KABC = R60 / R15 (R is insulation impedance). The insulation of good quality has 
absorption factor from 1,3 to 1,8. If it is less than 1,3, equipment operation can be dangerous.  

 Insulation polarization factor: KPOL = R600 / R60. The insulation of good quality has polarization factor 
from 2 to 4. If it is less than 1,5, equipment operation can be also dangerous.  

If you imagine high-voltage insulation in the form of several layers, which are have resistance and 
capacitance, coefficients KABC and KPOL will have clear physical meaning. Current through insulation must decrease 
by time, because capacity of layer charges. If insulation is more moistened, have more defects, active impedance 
of charging circuit is less, and capacity of layers will be charging quickly. Then current through insulation will not 
change.  

 
2. Method of return voltage changing (RVM-analyze) is used for paper-oil insulation, it is discharge 

characteristic (voltmeter). Measuring is made twice after insulation charge by voltages 1 and 2 kV. The example of 
return voltage changing curve is on the figure.  

If insulation will be worse, amplitude value of return voltage will be less (?) and it reduced quickly. If there 
is not linearity between curves with charging voltages 1 and 2 kV, insulation quality is bad.   

 

3. Method of Isothermal Relaxation Current (IRC) 
is used for diagnostics of XLPE cables insulation. This is 
a method of discharge current measuring 
(amperemeter). It is made after preliminary charging of 
monitored object insulation with voltage 1 kV. Curves 
of discharge currents in insulation are showed on the 
figure.    
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The first diagram shows changing of 

discharge current after switching-off source of test 
current and discharge of geometrical capacity in 
cable. It is difficult to analyze this diagram because 
it has not characteristic points. 

 
The second diagram of this signal on the 

vertical axis shows multiplication of discharge 
current value by time from the moment of 
registration start. At physic point of view, area 
under this curve is proportional charging value 
kept in the insulation. It is easy to compare 
insulations of several objects between them with 
help of this curve. 

 
You can identify time of getting maximal 

amplitude by parameter “speed of discharge 
changes in the insulation” on this diagram. In 
compliance with multilayer circuit of insulation 
substitution, if there will be spike earlier on the 

diagram, insulation condition will be worse and its pollution and moistening are more. Insulation of monitored 
object has lesser remaining life.  

 
It should be understood that very meaning of the peak amplitude on this chart will not be a large physical 

meaning, is usually a timetable should be regarded as dimensionless, comparing only the time to reach the peak. 
From two identical high-voltage facilities is the worst one, which the peak value on the graph is reached earlier. 
Comparing of phases insulation in one object is similarly.  

 
User of the «AC-Tester» device oneself chooses necessary method for a specific diagnostics. A complex 

diagnostic is possible, when registration of charge and discharge characteristics of insulation is done in one cycle 
of measurement.  

 
All 3 diagnostics methods are realized with using of 3 inside sources of test direct voltage 1 or 2 kV for 

three-phase tests. Applied voltage of this value to monitored equipment does not lead to damages of high-
voltage insulation.  

Specifications  

№ Parameter  

1 Quantity of measuring channels (phases) 3 

2 Measured current: 
 - in the method of detection absorption factor 
 - in the relaxation current method (IRS) 

 
0,003 ÷ 10,0 uA 

0,001 ÷ 2,0 uA 

3 Build-in display of device TFT 480х640 points 

4 Computer connection USB 

5 Operating time Up to 6 hours 

6 Dimensions 450х520х230 mm 

7 Device weigh 12 kg 

 


